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NASHVILLE — I spent my entire childhood playing in the woods and meadows of rural Alabama. The world back then was lush and
green: cooled by creeks, carpeted by pine needles, attended by birdsong. In those days there were nearly three billion more birds in
North America than there are today, and my young days played out beneath the sound of their music.

The staggering loss of birds — nearly a third of them since 1970 — is due to human behavior: to climate change, to deforestation and
ecosystem fragmentation, to insecticides and free-roaming pets, to light pollution in our skies and microplastics in our waterways, to
glass-encased skyscrapers protruding into migratory flyways, among other choices that favor our own convenience over the lives of our
wild neighbors.

I can’t help but wonder how much of the blame lies, too, in indifference, our failure even to notice what we’ve lost. Birds can be secretive
creatures, staying high in the treetops or deep in the underbrush. Even those in plain sight often move startlingly quickly, appearing as
hardly more than a flash of color, a blur of wings. Except for the background sound of birdsong, many people are never aware of how
many birds — or how few — they share the world with.

Apps like iNaturalist from National Geographic and the California Academy of Sciences help to close that gap, functioning as both
electronic field guides and vast data-collection devices. They learn as we learn, improving with every photo and map pin we upload,
helping experts understand a planet undergoing profound change. But what of the vast number of birds we never see, those we only
hear? To offer that feature — one that accurately and consistently recognizes birds by sound alone — would be the birding equivalent of
finding the Holy Grail.

Identifying birds by their songs has always been difficult, for computers and humans alike. Every species of bird has a range of
vocalizations, sometimes an immense range, and those vocalizations can have regional inflections, just as people speak with local accents.
In some species, individual birds put a unique spin on their songs, too. A mockingbird is the avian equivalent of a jazz musician.

Last month, the Cornell Lab of Ornithology released an updated version of its Merlin Bird ID app, which allows users to identify birds by
song. There are other voice-recognition apps for birds, but they are accurate barely 50 percent of the time. Though Merlin doesn’t claim to
be 100 percent accurate, it comes very close. Drawing on a database of notes and recordings contributed by tens of thousands of citizen
scientists through the Lab’s eBird initiative, Merlin listens as you listen, in real time, and tells you what you’re hearing. The app can
identify some 400 North American species so far and will keep expanding. It’s an immense achievement, a quantum leap forward, nothing
less than “a Shazam for bird songs,” as an article in Fast Company put it.

Naturally, I had to try out the new technology. I am far from an expert birder, but I do know my avian neighbors, and I figured a good way
to test Merlin’s accuracy was to try it with birds I can already recognize by ear.

The first test didn’t bode well. I was reading on the sofa when I heard a Carolina wren singing just above my head. It was hopping around
in a hanging basket barely a foot beyond the glass and singing its head off. That wren was as close as any bird was ever going to get, but
the app was stumped. “Merlin has no matches,” it reported. Merlin fared no better in the two other recordings I made indoors.

But outside, something magical happened. I set my phone down on the table on my back deck, opened the Merlin app, chose “Sound ID”
and hit the microphone button. Immediately a spectrogram of sound waves began to scroll across the screen. Every time a bird sings, the
sound registers as a kind of picture of the song. By comparing that picture with others in its database, the app arrives at an ID.

I watched as Merlin rolled out the names of bird after bird — tufted titmouse, European starling, Carolina chickadee, northern cardinal,
American crow, white-breasted nuthatch, eastern towhee, house wren, American goldfinch, blue jay, eastern bluebird, American robin,
Carolina wren, house finch. It didn’t miss a single one.

What amazed me was not merely the accuracy of the ID but also the way the app untangled the layers of song, correctly identifying the
birds that were singing in my yard, as well the birds that were singing next door and the birds that were singing across the street. If the
same bird sang a second time, the app highlighted the name it had already listed. Watching those highlights play across the growing list
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of birds was almost like watching fingers fly across a piano keyboard.

Then I started seeing the names of birds I’d never seen in this yard before, birds that for me have existed only as undifferentiated sounds
in the trees: Kentucky warbler, blue-gray gnatcatcher, yellow-breasted chat. The new bird I’d been hearing but not seeing all summer
long, the one whose song sounded to me like, “Here, here, do you know my name?” turned out to be a magnificent summer tanager.
Merlin also picked up the song of a yellow-throated warbler, a bird the app identified as uncommon for this area. I knew two were here
because one of their babies fell out of a nest onto my son’s car — it was safely reared by the wildlife experts at Walden’s Puddle and
released back into the wild — but I had never heard them sing. At least, I didn’t know what I was hearing when I heard them sing.

This enchanting app is aptly named. Watching those birds appear on my phone screen in response to the sound of their voices in the air
was a kind of wizardry — like watching the notes of a song become visible, like having fairies or angels suddenly embodied before me.
Merlin made me see what before I could only imagine.

The timing for this app is perfect. During the pandemic quarantines, many people took up bird-watching as a pastime, and people who
notice birds almost invariably become people who love birds. Love can’t save the environment, of course, but when enough voters fall in
love, they can surely shift the political winds toward preservation.

That’s because we are a species motivated by love. Our most powerful work is done in the fervor of love; our most urgent effort is born
from the fear of losing what we love best. To save birds, we need to make the whole human race fall in love with birds. What if all the
people with phones in their pockets could suddenly hear beyond the sounds of their own machines? What if we could all discover how
surrounded we are by bright-winged fairies and golden-voiced angels come down to live among us?

Thanks to the Cornell Lab of Ornithology, now we can.

Margaret Renkl, a contributing Opinion writer, is the author of “Late Migrations: A Natural History of Love and Loss” and the forthcoming “Graceland, at Last: Notes on Hope
and Heartache From the American South.”
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